
 

Level: Pre-Intermediate

Grammar: Present Simple

Topic: Music; Musical biographies; Crime, People’s 
life

 
 
1. Pre-listening:
nouns:

1. tenderness expressing warm and affectionate feelings;
softness

2. truthfulness the state of being candid, honest

3. honesty an honest way of behaving, speaking, or 
thinking

4. sincerity an honest way of behaving that shows that 
you really mean what you say or do

5. lie untrue; something that you say or write that is 
not true and that you know is not true

6. security protection

7. a heart the organ in your chest that makes blood flow 
around your body

8. a sleeve the part of a jacket or a dress (a cardigan, a 
jumper...) that covers your arm

9. the bitter end death

 
to wear smb.’s heart out on smb’s  sleeve - открывать сердце
 
 
adjectives:

lonely alone, without friend, family, close people... 
unhappy; isolated

concerned  worried

bitter opposite of sweet;  bad; difficult to accept
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Verbs:

to look for to find

to sympathize to behave in a kind way and show that you 
understand someone’s problems

to believe to have faith;  to think that a fact is true

to comfort to satisfy; 

to promise to give an assurance of (something to 
someone); undertake (to do something) in the 
future

to depend on (upon) to need someone or something to survive or 
be successful; to be influenced by someone

 
 
Word-formation:

adjective noun
lonely  

bitter  

tender  

concerned  

honest  

sincerity  

truthful  

 

verb adjective
to depend  

to comfort  

to believe  

to promise  

to sympathize  
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Complete the gaps:
 

1.                                            2. 
 
1. They __________________________________ to love each other forever.
2. Million of people ______________________________ in God.
 

3.                                              4.         
 
4. Children can _______________________________ sincerely.
5. Penguin life  _______________________________ on sea and ice. But people are 
damaging and polluting seas and oceans and Ice cups are melting faster and faster. Where will 
penguins live in future?
 
                                                                         ***
 
Complete the gaps:
 
Billy Joel is a 1________________________  American musician and singer.  He has got the 
Grammy Award six times and twice for the same 2_____________________ “Honesty”.
“Honesty” was written and recorded by Billy Joel in 1978. 
“Honesty” is a ballad. It tell about a man who looks for 3__________________________ .
He wants to 4________________________ someone ,  but understands that it’s impossible.
He loves his girlfriend and to save their relationships he ask her to be 5__________________,
because he couldn’t find truth in other places and he couldn't trust other people. 
People  can just 6________________________  and 7________________________
with promises. 
 
(to comfort; to believe; to sympathize; famous; honest; honesty; song;)
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
2.While-listening:
 
Tick only those words that you’ll hear in this song:
 
 

 to trust

 to believe

 to sympathize

 to rely on

 to comfort

 faithful

 lonely

 promise

 heart

 tenderness

 truthfulness

 frankness
 
 
Find two synonyms in this table:
 
1 ______________________  - __________________________
 
2 ______________________  - __________________________
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
Complete the gaps:
 
If you search for _____________________
It isn't hard to find
You can have the love you need to ___________________
But if you look for _________________________________
You might just as well be blind
It always seems to be so hard to give
 
_____________________________ is such a lonely word
Everyone is so _______________________
Honesty is hardly ever heard
And mostly what I ____________________from you
 
I can always find someone
To say they ________________________________
If I wear my heart out on my ________________________
But I don't want some pretty face
To tell me pretty lies
All I want is someone to ____________________________
 
Honesty is such a ____________________________ word
Everyone is so untrue
________________________________ is hardly ever heard
And mostly what I need from you
 
I can find a lover
I can find a friend
I can have security
Until the _______________________ end
Anyone can comfort me
With __________________________ again
I know, I know
 
When I'm deep inside of me
Don't be too concerned
I won't ask for nothin' while I'm gone
But when I want _____________________________
Tell me where else can I turn
Because you're the only one that I ___________________________ on (upon)
Honesty is such a lonely word
Everyone is so untrue
Honesty is hardly ever heard
And mostly what I need from you
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Answer:
If you search for tenderness
It isn't hard to find
You can have the love you need to live
But if you look for truthfulness
You might just as well be blind
It always seems to be so hard to give
Honesty is such a lonely word
Everyone is so untrue
Honesty is hardly ever heard
And mostly what I need from you
I can always find someone
To say they sympathize
If I wear my heart out on my sleeve
But I don't want some pretty face
To tell me pretty lies
All I want is someone to believe
Honesty is such a lonely word
Everyone is so untrue
Honesty is hardly ever heard
And mostly what I need from you
I can find a lover
I can find a friend
I can have security
Until the bitter end
Anyone can comfort me
With promises again
I know, I know
When I'm deep inside of me
Don't be too concerned
I won't ask for nothin' while I'm gone
But when I want sincerity
Tell me where else can I turn
Because you're the only one that I depend on (upon)
Honesty is such a lonely word
Everyone is so untrue
Honesty is hardly ever heard
And mostly what I need from you
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.After-listening:
 
 
 

1 tenderness of feeling сердечность, радушие, 
гостеприимство; искренность

2 in all sincerity со всей искренностью

3 to demonstrate / show sincerity проявлять искренность

4 in all sincerity, from the bottom of 
one's heart

от чистого сердца

5 to doubt smb.'s sincerity сомневаться в чьей-л. искренности

6 honesty is the best policy честность - лучшая политика
 
                                                                             ***
 
 
Tell the difference between “truth” and “truthfulness”
 
                                       “tender”  -  “tenderness”
 
What does it mean “Sincerely yours”?  Where do we use this phrase?                                       
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
Play the game “Guess the melody”:
 
Today we play it first time, so rules will be easier.
You’ll listen to three melodies with lyrics and must fill the gaps in the songs titles:
 
 
1) The _____________
 
2) Love me _________________ 
 
3) ________________________ is dead
 
 
***********************************************************************************
1) “The truth” - Bej Maejor
 
Bej’s real name is Brandon Green. But he is  better known by his stage name Bei Maejor.
He  is a Grammy nominated American recording artist, songwriter and record producer.
He worked wit Ciara, Ne-Yo, Pitbull. In 2010 began to record his compositions.
He wrote soundtrack for The Princess and the Frog in 2009.
He works in genres R&B, hip hop, chillwave.

 
 
2) “Love me tender” - Elvis Presley
 
Elvis Aaron Presley (January 8, 1935 – August 16, 1977) was one of the most popular American singers 
of the 20th century. A cultural icon, he is widely known by the single name Elvis. He is often referred to 
as the "King of Rock and Roll" or simply "the King".

 
 
3) “Sincerity is dead” - “We are Defiance”
“We Are Defiance”  is an American metalcore band from Ocala, Florida. Founded in 2009 by singer 
Brian Calzini, with the help of producer Tom Denney. 
The band released their debut album Trust in Few on March 29, 2011.
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